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Abstract 

 
Counterfeit goods are a health hazard to human life, environment and business. More so as the 
goods destroy the viability of legitimate businesses across the world. Counterfeit goods are 
characterized as a threat to the financial viability of legitimate businesses and has a dire impact 
on the tax revenue of countries, necessitating its effective and efficient policing for the financial 
wellbeing of countries. If not well managed, counterfeit goods could lead to unemployment, 
disinvestment and capital flight in countries. The available evidence reveals that even though 
counterfeit goods has dire consequences for the economic wellbeing of countries, its penalties in 
most African countries are less severe in comparison to penalties for other crimes. The sight of 
counterfeit goods in many places, such as on busy street corners and transportation terminals in 
the Southern parts of Africa, attests to its prevalence in the continent. Especially in South Africa 
as the country has become a transit point for contrabands. Post 1994, South Africa opened its 
borders to the world of branded and protected goods and this enabled rogue people to trade in 
counterfeit goods. Effective policing is hindered by the use of sophisticated skills and expertise 
that leads to counterfeit goods resembling genuine goods. Moreover, in South Africa, the problem 
persists despite the promulgation of the Counterfeit Goods Act 37 of 1997, thus questioning the 
effectiveness of the policing strategies in use to quell the problem. 

 
Keywords: consumer fraud, policing of counterfeit goods, dealing with counterfeit goods, 
corruption, money laundering. 

 

1. Introduction 

On the African continent, countries are awash with counterfeit and knock-off goods. 
South Africa as a thriving economy is not exempted from the counterfeit menace (South African 
Institute of Intellectual Property Law, 2015). The streets and shops in the country’s biggest cities 
are inundated with traders who, daily, sell counterfeit goods to knowing and unsuspecting 
consumers, despite the fact that trading in counterfeit goods is a property crime. Counterfeit 
dealing is a crime that, among others, infringes on intellectual property and it is consumer fraud, 
as some of the goods are smuggled into the country in violation of the laws. Some of the goods are 
registered to be sold only in specific markets and may not be suitable for the other markets into 
which they were smuggled. This crime hampers innovation and creativity in all nations (Spilsbury, 
2009: 4). Protected goods, which are goods registered by the owner in respective countries, enjoy 
a dominant status conferred by the state to prevent exploitation by unscrupulous people who 
would want to steal creative and innovative products of others (Staake & Fleisch, 2008: 33). By 
law, only legitimate manufacturers should produce and distribute goods, without having to 

https://www.centerprode.com/ojls.html
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compete with illegitimate dealers in the market. It is the duty of law enforcement officials in every 
country to enforce the law and prevent crime. In South Africa, the South African Police Service 
(SAPS) is responsible for enforcing the law and policing crime that occurs within the borders of 
the country.  

Counterfeit goods manufacturers are located in countries around the world. Often, 
manufacturers of counterfeit goods and dealers form part of organized criminal groupings and, to 
make matters worse, they make use of unregulated and hazardous materials in producing such 
goods. Counterfeit goods are often an imitation of genuine goods that are smuggled into the 
country in dubious ways by criminals without the permission of the owners of original goods 
(Beauchamp, 1998: 278).  

Consumer fraud involves the use of falsehood to misrepresent facts to deceive 
consumers. Production of counterfeit goods that resemble genuine goods, and the selling of such 
goods purported to be what they are not, with the ultimate goal of making an exorbitant profit, 
amounts to consumer fraud (Treadwell, 2011: 176). Criminals who counterfeit goods that are 
owned by other people, earn an unlawful income because they had not spent money on conducting 
research, developing the goods and procuring quality materials. A study conducted by BASCAP 
(2009: i) on the dangers and extent of counterfeit goods, revealed the grievous losses that 
counterfeit goods cause governments and the lawful owners of genuine goods to suffer. Counterfeit 
goods stall economic growth as taxes are not paid to the tax collector, the South African Revenue 
Services in the case of South Africa. Jobs are lost as criminals do not employ many people, nor do 
they have research and development teams working in their organizations as opposed to the 
genuine goods industry. Innovation suffers because counterfeit products discourage creativity and 
slow sector or industry expansions, which lead to mass job creation. Consumers across the world 
may suffer injuries. Finally, the legitimate owners of genuine goods become reluctant to invest in 
expansion drives and increase their presence in businesses.  

Counterfeit goods have not been tested by authoritative and accredited institutions to 
determine if the materials used in producing them may be harmful to people and environment. 
Even the consumers of counterfeit goods find it difficult to differentiate whether the goods are 
genuine or counterfeit goods (Bian & Veloutsou, 2007: 212). Consequently, criminals leverage on 
this lag and continue to sell these goods on the street and in shops to consumers in many countries, 
including South Africa.  

Despite a considerable body of literature on the dangers that counterfeit products pose 
to people both nationally and internationally, no research study has yet been conducted on the 
policing of counterfeit goods in South Africa and on the African continent. It is against this 
background that the article will highlight the extent of the problem in South Africa from a policing 
perspective and the issues which complicate the policing of it. Furthermore, this study will suggest 
guidelines for the policing of such goods in order to suffocate the trade.  

 

2. Definition of concepts 

Counterfeit is the unlawful and intentional misrepresentation of goods that 
effectually cause actual or potential prejudice to another (Treadwell, 2011: 176). This is the 
imitation of genuine goods by the counterfeiter without permission of the genuine goods holder 
and at times passing them off as genuine. 

Knock-off is a copy or imitation of the original goods that are presented to 
consumers as if they are original, by hiding their true identity. 

Trademark is a distinctive sign and/or mark that identifies the goods that are owned 
by an enterprise (Ward, 2011: 49). It is a symbol or device used to identify and distinguish goods 
manufactured, owned and registered by different businesses.  
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3. Policing 

South Africa as a global village is no exception as counterfeited goods are spotted in 
many places such as residential areas, busy streets and transportation terminals in cities. This 
crime continues unabated despite the Counterfeit Goods Act 37 of 1997 as the main legislation that 
criminalizes counterfeiting. This study focuses on the policing of counterfeiting in South Africa 
and analyses the capabilities and abilities of the SAPS to police inland counterfeiting. The 
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 108 of 1996 and the SAPS Act 68 of 1995 mandate the 
SAPS to police crime (South Africa, 1996a). The police are required to consciously strive to create 
an atmosphere of safety and security and protection of property in the country (Large, 2009: 4). 
In addition, Wells (2016: 274) asserts that counterfeiting often takes place in communities and 
will need community involvement in policing. Moreover, Customs and Excise and the Department 
of Trade and Industry also enforce the Counterfeit Goods Act 37 of 1997 amid the spread of the 
problem. 

 

4. The counterfeiting and knock-off problem in South Africa 

Counterfeiting infringes property rights. In South Africa, the 1996 Constitution 
protects property rights. Section 25 of the Constitution makes it a criminal offence to violate 
individual property rights. Copyrights are unregistered rights that allow copyright owners to 
prevent the unauthorized reproduction of their goods, whereas counterfeit often takes place on 
registered goods that are identified by trademarks. The fact that the owners of genuine goods do 
not have to register as legitimate owners does not justify the reproduction of their products 
without their permission. Their ownership is automatically protected by the state. Counterfeiting 
is an enormous problem globally. Business Software Alliance claims that 98% of the software used 
in China, including that used by the Chinese government, are illegal copies (Beauchamp, 1998: 
278). China is regarded as the capital of counterfeit and copyright crimes. The cost-benefit analysis 
gives a better explanation of the economic benefits of counterfeiting (Pires, Schneider & Herrera, 
2016: 5). Criminals engage in criminal activities that are intended to reward them financially and 
this principle seems to hold in counterfeiting. SAFACT (2009:2) alleges that criminals use airports 
to bring counterfeit goods to South Africa. 

In the modern epoch, counterfeiting manifests in various ways, with similar 
characteristics of deceiving and defrauding people. Its key motive is financial gain. Counterfeiting 
is a financial crime that is growing significantly the world over (Basu & Lee, 2015: 39). It can be 
said wherever people are located, counterfeiters and or counterfeit goods are found. The 
involvement of underworld-organized criminals in counterfeiting is an indication of the 
lucrativeness of the business (Rojek, 2016: 1). A study conducted by Heinonen and Wilson (2012: 
273) reported that counterfeiting’s yearly turnover in the world is comparable with proceeds of 
illegal drug trafficking business. 

Counterfeiting is almost the same as forgery in that something is copied to defraud 
buyers by passing it off as the original or genuine product. It is legally singled out from other acts 
of forgery and is treated as a separate crime. In general, counterfeiting impacts negatively on the 
relationship that people have with the authentic branded products (De Chermatony, Mcdonald & 
Wallace, 2011: 397). Owing to the skill and sophistication with which counterfeit products are 
produced, most of them end up looking like genuine products, therefore making it difficult, if not 
impossible, for people to distinguish between them. Consequently, counterfeiting has a severe 
negative impact on international trade and the global economy (Heike, 2010: 159). Its enormity 
on a global scale negatively affects the growth and operation of most start-ups and established 
businesses (Phau & Teah, 2009: 15). 
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Counterfeiting contributes to brand equity damage which, in turn, causes businesses 
to lose plenty of money due to lost sales, lower profits, fewer royalties, and loss of trust in the 
brand. Businesses end up reducing the financial loss by cutting jobs and reducing investment, in 
turn leading to lower economic growth. The personal and family trauma for people who lose 
employment is disastrous as they fail to service mortgages and other personal debts that they 
might have, while others end up having to relocate to cheaper accommodation or become 
homeless. UNICRI (2011: 47) states that even for those fortunate enough to find other 
employment, the possibility of finding employment that pays less than the previous employment 
is huge. A study by Bikoff, Heasley, Sherman and Stipelman (2015: 246) reveal that counterfeit 
drugs and medicine cause more than 100,000 deaths on the African continent on an annual basis. 

Consumers receive poorer quality products that are unregulated and unsafe for their 
health. Once their health deteriorates, this is likely to cause financial burden on the government. 
Most of the counterfeit goods are hazardous and they need to be disposed of properly; however, 
this causes the government a lot of money and renders the country a dumping ground for 
hazardous goods. Many consumable goods are counterfeited, such as baby formulas, automobile 
car parts, electrical equipment, surgical and hospital equipment such as Covid-19 test kits, masks, 
sanitizers among others. According to Joossens, Chaloupka, Merriman and Yurekli (2000: 394), 
businesses also need to guard against being wrongly litigated based on harmful products that 
consumers mistake to be the genuine brands that are sold by that business. They spend more 
money in protecting their goods through private policing and protective measures on packaging 
in order to differentiate them from fake goods, mostly with no success. This expenditure is often 
passed to consumers who ultimately pay more for the product.  

However, Estacio (2013: 397) indicates that working conditions in the counterfeit 
industry are poor. Most companies offer low remuneration and workers are often exposed to 
health and safety risks compared with employment created by legitimate businesses that offer 
employment benefits and job security. It is important to note that counterfeiting also affects the 
fiscal wellbeing of governments in various ways. The fiscal cost of counterfeiting ranges from its 
policing to tax avoidance (OECD, 2008: 134). According to Cohen (2000: 272), there might even 
be a need for the government to increase the policing expenditure budget by employing additional 
police officers who will be dedicated to deal with this crime.  

 

5. The extent and magnitude of counterfeiting globally 

Counterfeiting figures stand at around 6% to 10% of all trade globally, and the industry 
is projected to earn more than $600 billion annually (Lewis, 2009: 47). The above figure was for 
2008 and the numbers have since increased substantially with global trade uptake. In 2009, the 
United Nations (UN) reported that counterfeit trade constituted 7% of the world trade, an 
equivalent of 600 billion US dollars a year globally. This report further indicated that industries 
such as the computer software industry, and online streaming are lucrative markets for criminal 
syndicates that also produce drugs and illegal substances (Basu & Lee, 2015: 39).  

According to the OECD (1998: 30), 67% of the world’s counterfeited goods originate 
from China. It causes South African businesses an annual loss of billions of dollars in imported 
goods. These include a loss in sales, goodwill and royalties, among others (South African Institute 
of Intellectual Property Law, 2013: 16). Most criminals run the counterfeit business supply chain 
in a way similar to that of a legitimate business, with undesirable consequences. The fact that some 
of the legitimate business owners mingle their genuine products with counterfeit goods, is unfair 
to legitimate producers and owners of goods (Joyce, 2011: 76). 

The 2008 data of the value of illicit trade shows that the total global economic value of 
counterfeited products was 650 billion US dollars annually. South Africa, as a developing nation, 
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is also included in the figures. According to the ICC (2010), the impact of counterfeited goods 
would exceed 1.77 trillion US dollars, with a possibility of more than 2.5 million people being 
placed out of work and not being able to earn a livelihood.  

Figure 1 below displays the growth trajectory of counterfeit trade worldwide and the 
sharp escalation of this crime from 1980 to 2010. 

 

Figure 1: Growth in the counterfeit goods market 

Source: INTERPOL. 

The above figure 1 by INTERPOL (2014: 7) shows the rate at which counterfeit trade 
has increased in various nations across the world. In 2010, the proceeds from counterfeit trade 
was 800 million US dollars, and this figure has since increased astronomically. No country in the 
world is unaffected by the problem; only the degree in which they experience it varies. 

 

6. Theories of crime to explain the proliferation of counterfeit trade 

The growth of counterfeit trade is attributed to the growing population of young people 
(Spoor & Fisher, 2013: 3). It is well known that the youth admire popular brands and would usually 
purchase branded goods or goods that are associated with prestige. Klijn, Eshuis and Braun (2012: 
499) aver that a brand distinguishes a certain product from others. It can be any name, term, 
symbol or design that is identified with the good, and its intention is to make the good unique.  

The police have the responsibility to protect legitimate businesses’ intellectual 
property against criminals, since trespassing on intellectual property is a property crime. In South 
Africa, property crimes are prohibited by the Constitution.  

The following theories will be used to explain counterfeiting. 

 

6.1 Strain theory 

The strain theory postulates that for a crime to occur, there needs to be conflict 
between a person’s goals and the way to achieve them. The theory posits that people share similar 
goals and values, and wish to live a better life. Unfortunately, the ability to achieve these personal 
goals is stratified by socioeconomic class. While the affluent may live the good life, the poor are 
barred from achieving their goals. Because they cannot have what they want, they begin to feel 
frustrated and angry, a condition which is referred to as strain (Agnew, 1992: 47).  
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6.2 Rational choice theory 

The rational choice theory has its roots in the classical school of criminology developed 
by the Italian social thinker, Cesare Beccaria. Beccaria and other utilitarian philosophers suggest 
that people choose their behavior, including criminal behavior. Their choices are designed to bring 
them pleasure and reduce pain. Criminal choices can be controlled by fear of punishment and the 
more severe the punishment, the greater its ability to control criminal behavior (BASCAP, 2011: 
17). This agrees with the economic theory of crime that professes that individuals respond 
rationally to the costs and benefits of criminal opportunities. In relation to counterfeiting, for 
instance, the point of departure in economic analysis is the existence of a market. Individuals who 
embark in counterfeiting for profit and escape detection and conviction, make up the supply side 
of this market (Forst, 2009: 29). 

 

6.3 Routine activity theory 

The routine activity theory asserts that crime depends on the opportunities available 
at a specific place (Cohen & Felson, 1979: 588). The logic of this theory is that crime does not need 
hardened offenders, super predators or convicted criminals, but just an opportunity. The routine 
activity theory underlies situational crime prevention and identifies the minimal elements that 
must converge in space and time in order to make crime possible (Reynald, 2011: 4). These 
elements are as follows (Siegel, 2010: 78): 

• the availability of suitable targets, 

• the absence of capable guardians such as police in the case of counterfeiting, 

• the presence of motivated offenders. 

The high returns on the sale of counterfeit goods, lenient punishment if caught by the 
police, and poor law enforcement are some of the factors that encourage this criminal enterprise. 
Most people who trade in counterfeited goods do not serve prison sentences, but are often only 
fined. The light sentences handed down for this crime by presiding officers have negative 
consequences for the country, families and legitimate businesses (Rich, 2016: 118).  

 

6.4 Situational crime theory 

This theory postulates that crime can be prevented or displaced through protective 
measures. Situational crime prevention regards crime as a rational choice made by the offender 
after several opportunities for the crime in a given situation have been evaluated (Clarke, 1997: 2). 
In other words, the offender conducts a risk assessment. The greater the opportunity for offending, 
the greater the likelihood that the motivated offender will commit the crime. That is why AIC 
(2003: 1) postulates that target hardening is one of the principles of preventing crime. Target 
hardening in counterfeiting can be achieved through visible policing, properly trained 
investigators who are deployed to enforce the Counterfeit Goods Act, maintaining proper controls 
at the ports of entry, searching people, goods and motor vehicles properly, confiscating 
counterfeited goods, and arresting the perpetrators.   

 

7. International legislative framework regulating counterfeiting of goods 

Intellectual property crime is a crime of the mind. It could be divided into industrial 
property such as patents, trademarks, industrial designs, geographical indications and copyright 
that covers literature, films, music, art, architectural designs as well as recordings (WIPO, 2014: 
2). Sonmez (2014: 758) asserts that counterfeiting is an attractive business for free riders. Kerns 
(2016: 573) equates it with the capturing of another person’s ideas by developing and imitating 
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products without incurring a significant investment, thereby eroding the competitive edge of the 
original product owner. 

Articles 6 and 7 of the United Nation’s Convention against Transnational Organised 
Crimes, also referred to as the Palermo Convention, make money laundering a criminal offence 
deserving of sanction (United Nations, 2004). Another convention that makes money laundering 
punishable is the United Nations Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and 
Psychotropic Substances, which was adopted in 1998. This Convention criminalizes illicit 
trafficking, which could also be interpreted as the trafficking of money and drugs, and encourages 
governments to confiscate blood money and the proceeds of crime.   

 

7.1 Organized crime   

Organized crime thrives when money is involved. Counterfeiting is the most common 
commercial crime that organized crime engage in to finance their activities (Beare, 2012: 77). 
South Africa is well positioned as a transit point with 72 ports of entry surrounding it. 
International criminals have been operational in the country even before the 1994 democratic 
dispensation. These criminals pose a serious security threat to the country (Govender, 2012: 1). 
Members of organized crime are a specialized subset of a criminal enterprise who maintain their 
position using violence, blackmail and money laundering activities. Businesses that are run by 
organized criminals are well resourced and sustainable as they have various funding streams 
(Spink, Meyer, Park & Heinonem, 2013: 60). The danger of organized criminals operating 
businesses is that they mingle genuine goods with counterfeit goods and have small armies that 
are responsible for squashing opposition. Legitimate businesses that are profitable are extorted 
and owners are threatened to pay bribes as a protection fee. Criminal bosses use sophisticated 
means, have significant financial resources, and are domiciled across the globe (Spink et al., 2013: 
60). Many of them buy farms and smallholdings and use them as hideout and manufacturing sites, 
whereas some own properties in various countries.  

Organized criminals are able to rope in countries’ government officials to overcome 
administrative hurdles, avoid paying taxes, access privileged government information, and are 
tipped off by the authorities if they were reported for the violation of laws (Balsamo, 2006: 373-
377). Organized crime is known to be indulging in capital flight activities. This behavior by 
government officials is tantamount to sharing confidential and protected information with 
criminals (Payne, 2013: 66). This conduct is unethical as privileged information is given out to the 
public in exchange of payment (Adejumo, 2010: 2). In terms of section 1 of the Prevention of 
Organised Crime Act, 121 of 1998, police officials who have legitimate access to and control of 
sensitive information yield to corruption if they exchange it with criminals. Consequently, 
governments are often unable to fight organized crime.  

 

7.2 Money laundering 

According to Le Khac, Markos, O’Neill, Brabazon and Kechadi (2011: 504), money 
laundering is the third largest business in the world. Its turnover is estimated at between 500 
billion and 1 trillion US dollars annually. Money from criminal activities is laundered to disguise 
its origin and elevate it to a legitimate status. Money laundering makes crime a worthwhile 
endeavor for criminals (Mackrell, 1996: 47, South Africa, 1996b: 13). According to Choo and Smith 
(2008: 45) and the Financial Action Task Team Guidance (2013a: 28), these criminals: 

• use agents and mules to open bank accounts for them where transactions will be 
made to launder the money and/or; 
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• use their intermediaries, family and close associates to launder the dirty money 
on their behalf and they pay them a service fee or bribe. 

Counterfeiting is a consumer fraud and is, according to the police in South Africa, 
perpetrated mostly by organized criminal gangs with links with the Chinese Triad from Hong Kong 
and Taiwan, such as the 14K and the Wo Shing Wo (Gastrow, 1999: 62). The above assertion 
confirms that organized crime existed even before the democratic dispensation in South Africa. 
Organized criminals are aware that they are wanted by the police and attempt to evade justice 
through devious means, such as hiding the proceeds of crime and source of money when 
transacting. Figure 2 below displays the process of money laundering around the world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Choo and Smith (2008: 46). 

Figure 2: Process of money laundering 

Figure 2 above explains the money laundering flow as set out by the Financial Action 
Task Force (FATF). South Africa is a member of the FATF, an organization which sets 
international standards to combat money laundering and terrorism around the world (Tuba, 2012: 
103). All member countries are required to conclude international agreements to combat 
transnational crimes such as terrorism and organized crime. 

 

8. Research methodology 

This article is an evaluating study of criminalistics on counterfeiting in South Africa as 
a whole. A qualitative approach and empirical design were followed in this study. Miles, 
Huberman and Saldana (2014: 11) describe it as a study that covers an array of interpretive 
techniques and seeks to describe, decode and translate information to find the meaning of a 
naturally occurring phenomenon in the social world. The design was appropriate for this study as 
there was little information in literature that could achieve the objective of this study. The 
following three research methods were used to collect data: 

Purposive sampling – Purposive sampling was used to identify and interview 
Specialised Commercial Crime Unit investigators who investigate counterfeit crime. 
In total, 20 investigators were interviewed. These investigators were selected for 
interviews based on their intimate knowledge and experience in the policing of 
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counterfeit goods. Purposive sampling was also used to identify and interview 14 
prosecutors who prosecute counterfeit crimes. 

Snowball sampling – Crime Prevention Unit members working at police stations 
next to Specialised Commercial Crime Units who police counterfeit goods by 
arresting vendors trading in counterfeit goods and confiscating suspicious 
counterfeited goods, were selected through snowball sampling, and interviewed. The 
number interviewed is 332. 

Brand owners were identified though snowball sampling, and totaled ten. Nine 
members of the Department of Trade and Industry who deal with counterfeit goods 
were interviewed. Attorneys who, in most cases, legally represent accused in 
counterfeit cases and others who are employed by brand owners or represent them 
in court cases, were interviewed and tallied 21. 

Observation – The researcher used this design to obtain credible data from 
respondents and the observation of raids. Permission was granted by the responsible 
employers that observation be conducted without those being observed knowing that 
they were being observed. This would ensure that they did not modify their practice 
due to being observed, as this could have led to inaccurate findings. A video recorder 
was used in seven raids that were conducted in various places to record the conduct 
of police and suspects during searches and the seizure of counterfeit goods.  
Recordings were made in such a way that people were unaware that they were being 
observed.  

The study was conducted for the period 1 April 1998 to 31 March 2018. This period is 
significant as a result of its association with the start of the democratic dispensation in South 
Africa. It is characterized by increased trade with the international community and increased 
migrant intake, as the country had opened its doors to the world. Secondly, this is also the period 
in which the Counterfeit Goods Act 37 of 1997 was implemented in South Africa. 

 

8.1 Data analysis 

The data collected from interviews and the observation data were transcribed to 
facilitate the process. It was analyzed methodically according to the thematic method by 
classification into themes, subthemes and categories. To this effect, Tesch’s eight-step data 
analysis method, as discussed in Creswell (2014: 198), was used. It involved getting a sense of the 
whole; picking one of the transcribed interviews and reading it carefully; making a list of topics 
and clustering them; coding and classifying information; making a final decision and 
alphabetizing the codes; assembling same categories; doing a preliminary analysis; and, finally, 
recording the data. 

 

8.2 Ethical considerations 

An ethical clearance was obtained from the College of Law at the University of South 
Africa before the commencement of this study. In this study, the researcher ensured 
confidentiality by not disclosing the personal details of the participants. The researcher obtained 
informed consent from all participants in this study. The participants consented to be interviewed 
and were not coerced to partake in the study; hence participation was voluntary. All participants 
were informed that they were permitted to withdraw from the interviews. Participants were not 
allowed to discuss their individual responses among themselves. The information they provided 
was kept in a safe place. Participants were not remunerated for participating in the interviews. 
Video recordings of the raids were made with the consent of the SAPS management. 
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9. Findings 

The literature, reinforced by most participants from the Specialised Commercial 
Crime Units, Crime Prevention Units, prosecutors, and the Department of Trade and Industry 
officials, shows that counterfeit goods generate a huge revenue for perpetrators. That is why there 
is constant innovation and increasing sophistication to produce and distribute these goods. 
According to several participants, some of the counterfeit goods are manufactured in South Africa 
and transported to and from neighboring countries and cities with private jets, which law 
enforcement would not suspect. Other goods are brought from various countries in different 
batches without identifiable marks, and once they are in the country, marks are affixed to them 
and they are sold as genuine products. Members of the Specialised Commercial Crime Units and 
some members of the Department of Trade and Industry also mentioned that criminals bring plain 
fabric, labels and manufacturing machinery into the country in separate consignments. Once all 
these consignments are in the country, they assemble these machines and start producing 
counterfeit goods. Most counterfeit goods are made of hazardous products that are expensive for 
a country to dispose of. 

Literature reveals that effective policing of counterfeit goods requires a collective 
approach between the police and the private investigators hired by brand owners as well as the 
legal representatives and the experts who test disputed counterfeit goods and who are employed 
by the brand owners. Since expert testers and private investigators working for brand owners are 
located in big and economically thriving cities such as Johannesburg, Mbombela, Durban and 
Cape Town, they are not readily available in most areas to assist in the fight against counterfeit 
goods. Even though brand owners explain that such a location is based on sound financial 
considerations for their business, it does hamper the effective and efficient policing of counterfeit 
goods.  

 

9.1 Policing of counterfeit in South Africa 

Many countries do not regard this crime as a top priority that needs concerted policing. 
Most of them, including South Africa, do not punish the buying of counterfeit goods for private 
use. This means that only the sellers are prosecuted. In many African countries it is common that 
criminals in possession of a few counterfeited goods for household use are not prosecuted.  

A member of the Specialised Commercial Crime Unit vindicated this as follows: “It is 
not a crime to carry few counterfeit goods for household use as long as one is not selling to the 
public, and this makes policing difficult as people would use household use as a defense when they 
are arrested.”  

South Africa lacks a coordinated system to keep statistics of counterfeit across the 
three major government departments that are involved in policing counterfeit, which are the DTI, 
Customs and Excise and the police. Uncoordinated information and communications technology 
(ICT) among these departments impedes progress in the war against counterfeit goods. Against 
that, some dealers use sophisticated technology to communicate and transact with their fellow 
perpetrators. Proper use of integrated technology by these government departments is essential 
for the effective and efficient policing of this crime by law enforcement agencies.  

 

9.2 Shortage of manpower in the Specialised Commercial Crime Unit 

There is shortage of workers with critical skills in the Specialised Commercial Crime 
Unit owing to natural attrition and members leaving this unit in droves for appointments in the 
private sector. This affects the capacity of the Unit to deal with counterfeit crime. This was 
confirmed by the then Acting Head of the Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation, Major-
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General Yolisa Matakata, when she briefed the Portfolio Committee on Police on 16 February 
2018.  

One Specialised Commercial Crime Unit member said: “A large number of the skilled 
commercial crime investigators are absorbed by the private sector and leave the SAPS in droves.” 

 

9.3 Corruption within the police and other law enforcement agencies 

Members of the Specialised Commercial Crime Units and Crime Prevention Units 
indicated that corruption is another factor that impedes an effective fight against counterfeit 
goods, because some police officials demand bribes and renounce their responsibility of 
confiscating counterfeit goods and arresting the perpetrators. Members of the Specialised 
Commercial Crime Units stated that the effective policing of counterfeit goods is further hampered 
by the fact that the possession of a few counterfeit goods for household usage is not punishable in 
South Africa, thus limiting the ability of the police to arrest people found with a few such items in 
their possession. One of the police members confirmed this by revealing that: “Many communities 
in the country have lost trust and legitimacy with the law enforcement members because they are 
corrupt.” 

According to some members of the Crime Prevention Units, Specialised Commercial 
Crime Units, Department of Trade and Industry, attorneys for brand owners and prosecutors, 
most counterfeit goods sellers in South Africa are desperate economic migrants, who eventually 
become counterfeit goods vendors without renting a selling area. Instead, they do business in areas 
such as transportation terminal ranks, and open streets to make a living. 

 

9.4 The nature and extent of counterfeiting in the world and in South Africa 

Some legitimate-goods owners stated that the fight against counterfeiting is 
undermined by the lack of a collaborative effort among production houses, since legitimate 
producers operate in secrecy to protect their products against copying. This is exacerbated by the 
fact that the use of protective items on goods means higher costs for producers. A member of the 
Specialised Commercial Crime Unit confirmed this by stating that: “China is responsible for 
producing many of the counterfeited goods that are circulating in the world.”  

Most respondents stated that counterfeit goods are often produced in large quantities 
and sold at a lower price than that of genuine goods. This explains why consumers are eager to 
buy them. Counterfeit goods have a huge target market, namely the youth. Young people buy them 
at train stations, taxi ranks, bus terminals, shopping complexes, and flea markets across South 
Africa. Most of the sellers are foreign nationals and many of them are undocumented immigrants. 
Some of the more sophisticated sellers advertise and sell their goods online. 

Almost all members of the Specialised Commercial Crime Unit, crime prevention units 
and the DTI mentioned that porous borders make it easy to bring counterfeit goods in the country. 
Bribery of corrupt law enforcement officials is another factor that enables counterfeit trade to 
thrive. Counterfeit goods that are taken from one country to another complicate the effective and 
efficient policing of this crime. Illicit goods are transported by air and sea. Counterfeiting is a 
relatively easy enterprise and the considerable returns that it generates makes this crime attractive 
for terrorists and organized criminals who facilitate money laundering.  

Criminals import plain goods, labels and machines to the country in separate 
consignments. Here they assemble the machines and reproduce goods that mimic the original. 
These are sold not only in South Africa but also in neighboring countries. In contrast with police 
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in countries such as the USA and Britain, the South African police do not make use of intelligence 
in their policing of counterfeiting, and sporadic raids are seldom launched on sellers and dealers. 

Members from Specialised Commercial Crime Units, Crime Prevention Units, the 
Department of Trade and Industry, and brand owners stated that arrested counterfeiters are 
represented by legal representatives and, if convicted, they mostly do not go to prison because they 
are given the option of paying a fine. This was emphasized by one member of the Crime Prevention 
Unit who stated the following: “The presiding officers of various courts do not impose sentences 
that are proportionate to the crimes that were committed.” 

 

9.5 Characteristics of counterfeiting 

Members of the Specialised Commercial Crime Units, prosecutors and attorneys of 
brand owners indicated the difficulty of identifying and arresting leaders of organized counterfeit 
crime because they live all over the world. This is augmented by the difficulty of producing 
sufficient evidence that directly links them to counterfeit goods that are found elsewhere so that 
they could be successfully convicted, because they make use of other people to sell their 
consignments in various countries. Since some counterfeit goods resemble the genuine product, it 
is difficult, if not impossible, to identify them at a glance. Dealers of counterfeited goods re-invest 
most of their profits in goods manufacturing equipment. This high-tech equipment makes spotting 
counterfeited goods almost impossible. Because confiscated products need to be tested, many 
legitimate producers based in other countries send their testers (equipment) to South Africa to 
conduct tests. They also mention the tedious process of extraditing those who are arrested for 
prosecution in South Africa, because not all countries have extradition treaties with South Africa. 
One Crime Prevention Unit member emphasized this by stating as follows: “Counterfeited goods 
can only be discerned scientifically as a human eyes will find it difficult to confirm counterfeit on 
the goods.” 

Some legitimate-goods owners outsource the production of their goods to external 
producers who, in most cases, produce it in excessive numbers to earn a higher income. This is 
unethical as the producers are not the owners of the goods. 

 

9.6 Organized crime involvement in the counterfeit trade 

Organized criminals are active in the counterfeit business as they consider it less risky. 
People who are arrested for this crime tend to be represented by reputable legal representatives 
and, if they are convicted, most of them prefer paying a fine to serving a jail term. A Crime 
Prevention Unit member corroborated this by stating as follows: “Even the presiding officers do 
not impose sentences that are proportional to crimes committed.”  

Countries such as Finland, New Zealand, Sweden, Norway, Italy, France, and the USA, 
have stronger laws against counterfeiting and impose harsher sentences on dealers and sellers 
(Levy-Carciente, 2016: 16). It is difficult to identify and arrest the leaders of organized crime as 
they reside in various countries in the world, and produce sufficient evidence to arrest and convict 
them. The challenge of finalizing extradition arrangements between countries is also an impeding 
factor because not all countries are willing to enter into such agreements. Moreover, the leaders 
of organized crime syndicates use other people to sell their consignments in various countries.   

 

9.7 The strategy used to police counterfeiting 

Neither the SAPS nor the DTI has a strategy for dealing with criminals involved in 
counterfeit trade. Even the Specialised Commercial Crime Unit does not have strategy to police 
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counterfeiting. The SAPS, the DTI and the Specialised Commercial Crime Unit follow a generic 
strategy referred to as the National Crime Prevention Strategy to fight crime including 
counterfeiting. Not even an in-house policy exists on how counterfeit crime should be policed.  

 

10. Conclusion 

Counterfeiting is a crime characterized by deception and fraud and yields sufficient 
income for the criminals. It cannot be effectively policed by the SAPS alone. They need the 
cooperation and expertise of all concerned, considering the sophistication and skills that are used 
to produce counterfeit goods to resemble the genuine goods. The findings and the implementation 
of the recommendations of this article could contribute to the effective and efficient policing of 
counterfeit goods in South Africa, especially since current policing strategies used to deal with this 
crime are not producing the desired results. This is evidenced by the availability of counterfeit 
goods in most marketplaces across the country and the impunity with which counterfeit goods are 
sold on most street corners. Counterfeit goods trade has undesirable consequences for people, 
business and government. The involvement of organized crime groupings in the trade is 
responsible for the upsurge in the crime as well as money laundering. It is apparent that the 
policing of counterfeiting is an enormous task that cannot be successfully achieved or 
accomplished by the SAPS alone. The involvement of other law enforcement stakeholders, such as 
Customs and Excise and the DTI, is critical. The failure of proactive policing is evident from the 
presence of counterfeit goods in the markets, and requires reactive policing to arrest perpetrators 
and deter potential criminals. The successful prosecution of perpetrators serves as both proactive 
and reactive crime prevention activities that lead to deterrence. 

Corruption in the SAPS frustrates the fight against counterfeit goods trade. Threats 
made to the police can be eradicated by adopting proactive approaches to policing. These must 
involve intelligence and surveillance in policing, and an active society that works in conjunction 
with the police and other stakeholders. Proper policing of this crime could discourage perpetrators 
from committing it.  

This study could assist the SAPS in policing counterfeiting. Other law enforcement 
stakeholders such as Customs and Excise and the DTI could also benefit from it. Successful law 
enforcement needs a rigorous, dynamic effort by all role players in policing. 
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Abstract 

 
The article examines the features of usufruct in the European countries of Romano-Germanic 
law, determines the terms for the implementation of the best European practice of usufruct in 
the law of Ukraine. The law of European countries of continental law recognizes the usufruct as 
a real right of personal possession for use, which is considered an independent real right to 
another's property or a kind of easement. The peculiarities of usufruct in some countries of 
Romano-Germanic law, in particular in Germany, France, Georgia, Moldova and Russia, are 
researched. The peculiarities of usufruct in some countries of Romano-Germanic law, in 
particular in Germany, France, Poland, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Georgia, Moldova and 
Russia, are researched. The issues of usufruct implementation in the law of Ukraine are 
considered. The issues of usufruct implementation in the law of Ukraine are considered. The 
authors came to the conclusion that it is necessary to introduce the institute of usufruct into the 
Ukrainian law by supplementing the Civil Code of Ukraine with a new chapter “Uzufruct”, the 
framework provisions of which are proposed in this paper. 

 
Keywords: usufruct, quasi-usufruct, superficies, emphyteusis. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

In Ukraine, at the doctrinal and rule-making levels, the issue of introduction of the 
institute of usufruct, which is unknown to national law, is discussed. The Europeanization and the 
recodification of Ukrainian civil laws makes it necessary to study the best European practice in 
order to determine the optimal conditions for the implementation of the legal construction of the 
Usufruct. 
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The historical roots of usufruct originate in the property law of Roman law of the 
classical period. Usufruct and similar legal constructions (in the Digests of Justinian, they are all 
classified as personal easements) distinguishes among the special property rights of their strictly 
personal nature1. 

The legal construction of the usufruct was received from Roman law into medieval 
continental law and is now considered a traditional type of limited property rights of many legal 
systems of continental Europe (Germany, France, Hungary, Italy, Switzerland), along with 
easement and building rights (emphyteusis). 

The Law of Ukraine to real rights to another’s property recognizes the right of 
possession, the right to use another’s property (easement), the right to use land for agricultural 
purposes (emphyteusis), the right to build land (superficies) (Part 1 of Article 395 of the Civil Code 
of Ukraine), and also the right of economic management and the right of operative management 
(articles 136, 137 of the Economic Code of Ukraine). The usufruct is not provided by the law of 
Ukraine, despite the existence of a number of legal constructions similar to the usufruct. 

When the current version of the Civil Code of Ukraine was adopted, there was no 
urgent need for the usufruct institute due to the lack of a developed land market. Modern civil 
legislation of Ukraine in terms of expanding the scope of private property rights has become 
necessary to develop and implement in the Civil Code of Ukraine generally accepted in world 
practice, the institution of usufruct. 

The modern domestic civil doctrine discusses the idea of implementation the usufruct 
institute in the law of Ukraine, which is reflected in some scientific papers2 and in the provisions 
of the Concept of updating the Civil Code of Ukraine (the Concept of recodification), developed in 
accordance with the Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine “On the establishment of a 
working group on recodification (update) of civil legislation of Ukraine” dated of 17 July 2019 № 
650.3 

The above is due to the relevance of identifying best practices and conditions for the 
implementation of usufruct in the law of Ukraine. This study highlights usufruct in a Private Law 
of the Ancient Rome (4.1), the features of usufruct in the countries of Romano-Germanic law (4.2) 
and the conditions of implementation of usufruct in the law of Ukraine, taking into account the 
best European practice (4.3). 

 

2. The aim 

The aim of this paper is to study the peculiarities of usufruct in the Roman-Germanic 
Law countries and defining the conditions of its implementation in the Civil Law of Ukraine taking 
into account the best European practice. 

 
1 Doshdev, D. V. Rimskoye chastnoe pravo: Uchebnik dlja vuzov. M.: INFRA-M; NORMA, 1996. P. 415. 
2 See: Maydanyk, R. A. Usufruct: European and Ukrainian Law // Problemy vdoskonalennja 
pryvatnopravovyh mekhanizmiv nabuttja, peredachi, zdijsnennja ta zahysty subjektyvnyk prav: materialy 
nauk.-prakt. Konf., prusvjach. Pamjati prof. Ch. N. Azimov ta 20-richu z dnja stvorennja kaf. zyv. Prava N 2 
(Kharkiv, 29 lystop. 2019 r.). – Kharkiv: Pravo, 2019. – 396 s. S. 20-32; Smitjuh A. V. Schodo uzufrukta 
korporatyvnyh paiv (chastok, akzij) // PRAVO I SUSPILSTVO N 3 / 2020/ - S. 74-79. [Elektronnnyj resurs]. 
– Reshym dostupu: http://www.pravoisuspilstvo.org.ua/archive/2020/3_2020/13.pdf; Pavlenko O. O., 
Krasytska L. V. Usufrukt yak obmeshene rechove pravo // Visnyk studentskoho naukovoho tovarystva 
DonNU imenu Vasylya Stusa. Tom 1 N 5 (2013). S. 82-87. [Elektronnyj resurs]. Reshym dostupu: 
https://jvestnik-sss.donnu.edu.ua/article/view/1213 
3 Concept of Updating the Civil Code of Ukraine. Kyiv: Publishing House ‘ArtEk’, 2020. 128 p. 

http://www.pravoisuspilstvo.org.ua/archive/2020/3_2020/13.pdf
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3. Materials and methods 

The article is based on a provision of Civil Laws, the jurisprudence and scientific 
articles of the European countries of the Romano-Germanic law system. The research is grounded 
on dialectical, formal logical methods, methods of synthesis and analysis, comparative legal 
method and the method of modelling.  

 

4. Review and discussion 

4.1 Usufruct in a private law of the Ancient Rome 

4.1.1 Concept of usufruct 

The most important personal easement – usufruct (“usus” – use, “fructus” – fruit, 
growth, income) is defined in the Digests of Justinian as follows: “Ususfructus est ius alienis rebus 
utendi fruendi salva rei substantia” (D.7.1.1); translated from Latin usufruct is the right to use 
someone else’s thing and remove the fruit from it while preserving the integrity of the substance 
(essence of the thing).4 

 

4.1.2 Elements of usufruct 

In the private law of ancient Rome, the usufruct was the right to a corporeal thing, and 
its object was non-consumable things for their economic use, which should bear fruit (profit, 
income) to their holder. The objects of usufruct were also estates, part (room) of a house. The 
definition of the object of usufruct was essential in deciding the subject of the right’s authorized 
person to remove the fruit from the used thing, as well as their distribution. 

As a general rule, all the fruits of the thing belonged to the usufructuary. If on the basis 
of the legate the usufruct on real estate was granted, such as a building, the usufructuary owned 
all the income, rent for the buildings, courtyards, etc. that belonged to the building. The fruits 
from using the thing passed into the ownership of the usufructuary since the unilateral 
appropriation of the fruits. He had the opportunity to dispose of them because they became his 
ownership. 

The right to use premises consisted of living in living quarters. The content of user 
rights was determined by the nature and purpose of premises. Depending on the basis of the right 
to live in a particular premises, the subject could use both the entire premises and its limited and 
separate part. The authorized person also had the right to use not only living space, but also places 
of common use in an apartment and an apartment building, use of ancillary premises, part of a 
common land plot. 

 

4.2 Features of usufruct in the countries of Romano-Germanic law 

4.2.1 The concept of usufruct 

Usufruct (French: l’usufruit; German: Niessbrauch; Russian: pravo poljzovladeniya) 
is a real right of personal possession for use, which in the civil codes of many European countries 
of continental law is recognized as an independent real right to another’s property (France, Italy, 
Spain, Georgia, Moldova) or a kind of easement (Germany, Austria). It should be noted that in 

 
4 See: Novizkiy, I. B. Rimskoye pravo: Uchebnik dlya vuzov. M.: IKD ‘Zerzalo-M’, 2008.  Doshdev D. V. 
Rimskoye chastnoye pravo: Uchebnik dlya vuzov /Pod red. V. S. Nersesyanz. M.: Norma, 2003. S. 244. 
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most countries – republics of the former Soviet Union there is no easement (in particular, 
Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Uzbekistan, Ukraine). 

A usufruct is a real right to another’s personal property, according to which a person 
owns and uses a thing in accordance with its purpose. The usufruct is provided by the owner of 
the immovable or movable thing to another person – a natural or legal person (usufructuary, 
possessor for use). 

According to § 1030 of the German Civil Code (BGB), a thing may be encumbered in 
such a way that the person in whose favor the encumbrance is established has the right to withdraw 
the benefit from the use of the thing (usufruct).5 

The French Civil Code (FCC) treats usufruct as the right to use things that belong to 
another person, in the same way as the owner himself, but only with the duty to keep their essence 
(Article 578 of the FCC).6 

The Civil Code of Moldova (CC of Moldova) under usufruct recognizes the right of 
possession and use of one person (usufructuary) for a certain or definable period of time a thing 
of another person (nominal owner), receiving its fruits on the same terms as the owner, but with 
the duty to keep the essence of thing. The usufructuary has the right to own the thing, but cannot 
alienate it (Part 1 of Article 604 of the CC of Moldova).7 

The fundamental difference between the usufruct and the right to build (superficies) 
is the preservation of the economic essence of the thing and the impossibility, as a general rule, of 
its change by the usufructuary.8 

Thus, the essence of a usufruct as a property right is that its subject (usufructuary) 
takes the opportunity to use the burdened thing and extract from it fruits and income by ensuring 
its integrity and safety. 

 

4.2.2 The object of usufruct 

The object (subject matter) of usufruct can be any non-consumable property from 
which it is possible to extract useful properties (fruits and income): things – movable and 
immovable, proprietary rights, property complexes that are in civil circulation. 

The thing, which is given in usufruct, can be used in both business and non-business 
activities. The usufruct extends to all the accessories of the thing provided in the usufruct, as well 
as to everything that joins it or is included in its composition. 

It is inexpedient to narrow the range of possible objects of usufruct only by immovable 
things, as well as to prevent the use of the thing provided in usufruct in business activities. 
Otherwise, it will mean that the list of things that can serve as an object of usufruct will exclude 
movable property and property intended for business activities, such as single property complexes 
of enterprises, investment funds. 

 
5 Grashdanskoye ulosheniye Germanii. Vvodnuy zakon k Grashdanskomu ulosheniyu: per. s nem. / sost. 
V. Bergman, M.: Infotropik Media, 2015. S. 339. 
6 Grashdanskiy Kodeks Franziyi (Kodeks Napoleona) – Code civil des Français (Code Napoléon) / per. S 
fr. V. N. Zahvatayev. M.: Infotropik Media, 2012. S. 203. 
7 Grashdanskiy kodeks Moldovy. Zakon Respubliki Moldova, v redakziyi Zakona Respubliki Moldova N 133 
ot 15.11.2018 g. // [Elektronnyi resurs]. – Reshym dostupa: http://www.legis.md/cautare/rezultate/112573 
8 See: abz. 2 p. 7.1 Konzepzii razvitiya grashdanskogo zakonodatelstva Rossijskoq Federazii (odobrena 
Sovetom pri Presidente FR po kodifikazii o sovershenstvovaniyu grasgdanskogo zakonodatelstva 
07.10.2009) // Vestnik VAS RF. 2009. N 11 // SPS ‘KosultantPlus. Pressa i knigi’. 
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Along with the listed types of property, the object of usufruct can also be a share in the 
right of joint ownership, which means the possibility of establishing usufruct on the property right 
(construction “right to the right”).9 

As we know, in Roman law, within which the usufruct first arose, it was believed that 
its object could be any property that could bear fruit, produce and income. It is this principle that 
has formed the basis of German and French law, which, along with the construction “usufruct for 
things”, provides for the construction “usufruct for rights”. 

However, in French law, the construction “right to a right” has a broader scope, as it 
can also be the object of transfer and alienation of property rights. This is confirmed by the fact 
that the French legislator recognizes as immovable property certain property rights, in particular, 
usufruct and easement, which are established on the immovable property (Article 526 of the FCC). 
In accordance with Article 581 of the FCC, the usufruct can be established on any type of movable 
or immovable property. 

 This means that from the point of view of the logic of the French legislator, the 
usufruct can be established on the usufruct. For example, a usufruct that is part of the inherited 
property of children may be encumbered by law by another usufruct in favor of the parents 
(Articles 382 and 387 of the FCC). 

The German approach to this issue is different: only the rights of claim can serve as 
the object of usufruct. In Germany, the installation of usufruct on usufruct is strictly prohibited (§ 
1059b NCU).  

 

4.2.3 Types of usufruct 

Along with the classical Roman usufruct, the object of which were only individually 
defined, non-consumable things, European legal systems adopted from Roman law the 
construction of the so-called quasi-usufruct (“quasi usufructus”), according to which consumer 
things did not pass into possession and use (as in usufruct), but into the ownership of the 
authorized person. In modern European law enforcement practice, quasi-usufruct is carried out 
in cases of establishment of usufruct on: (1) property complexes, which include consumer things; 
(2) the rights of claim from obligations, the object of which are consumer things10. 

Thus, the FCC and the NCU provide, along with the classic usufruct, the object of which 
are only individually-defined, non-consumable items, the construction of a quasi-usufruct (quasi 
ususfructus), which is established in relation to consumer items. Yes, according to Art. 587 FCC 
in the case of usufruct on consumer goods, the latter becomes the property of the usufructuary 
with the obligation after the end of the usufruct to return to the original owner of things of the 
same kind and quality or reimburse their value at a price determined on the day of return. 

The main difference between the German quasi-usufruct and its French counterpart 
is that under German law, the usufructuary is obliged to reimburse the person who installed the 
usufruct for its value after the usufruct has been acquired. Under French law, the usufructuary has 
the right to choose between two options: he can either return to the owner an equal number of 
things he received of the same kind and quality, or reimburse their value. At the same time, if 

 
9 Mazakyan, G. S. Pravo lichnogo polzovladeniya: problem teoriyi i praktiki: duss. …kand. Yurid. Nauk. – 
M., 2018. S. 9. [Elektronnyj resurs]. – Reshim dostupa:  
https://msal.ru/upload/main/00disser/2016/Matsakyan/%D0%94%D0%B8%D1%81%D1%81%D0%B5%
D1%80%D1%82%D0%B0%D1%86%D0%B8%D1%8F%20%D0%9C%D0%B0%D1%86%D0%B0%D0%BA
%D1%8F%D0%BD.pdf. 
10 Mazakyan, G. S. Ibid. S. 9. 

https://msal.ru/upload/main/00disser/2016/Matsakyan/%D0%94%D0%B8%D1%81%D1%81%D0%B5%D1%80%D1%82%D0%B0%D1%86%D0%B8%D1%8F%20%D0%9C%D0%B0%D1%86%D0%B0%D0%BA%D1%8F%D0%BD.pdf
https://msal.ru/upload/main/00disser/2016/Matsakyan/%D0%94%D0%B8%D1%81%D1%81%D0%B5%D1%80%D1%82%D0%B0%D1%86%D0%B8%D1%8F%20%D0%9C%D0%B0%D1%86%D0%B0%D0%BA%D1%8F%D0%BD.pdf
https://msal.ru/upload/main/00disser/2016/Matsakyan/%D0%94%D0%B8%D1%81%D1%81%D0%B5%D1%80%D1%82%D0%B0%D1%86%D0%B8%D1%8F%20%D0%9C%D0%B0%D1%86%D0%B0%D0%BA%D1%8F%D0%BD.pdf
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under French law, in order to reimburse the value of consumed items used price, which in 
comparable circumstances is usually charged for similar items at the end of the usufruct, then 
under German laws, the price that existed at the time of usufruct establishment.11 

A special procedure applies in cases where the usufruct is established on the property 
complex, in particular on the enterprise. 

In German civil law, it is considered that property right cannot be the object of any set 
(plurality) of things, such as the property of an enterprise, which includes things, rights and other 
property values (clientele, trademarks, etc.), because in this In this case, property within the 
meaning of § 903 of the BGB may relate only to certain things that belong to the said sets.12 

According to the mentioned approach, the usufruct on the property is established in 
such a way that the usufructuary acquires usufruct for each item that is part of that property (§ 
1085 BGB). 

The French legislature, on the other hand, declares the enterprise to be the sole object 
of usufruct, but with one caveat: if it includes consumer things, then they are covered by a quasi-
usufruct. 

In some legal systems, a social usufruct is recognized as a kind of usufruct. Thus, 
according to the Russian Federation Bill № 47538-6 of 27 April 2012 (RF Bill) on amendments to 
the Civil Code of the Russian Federation, a social usufruct is a usufruct arising on the basis of a 
law or a court decision (paragraphs 1, 3 of Article 302.6 of the RF Bill).13 

 

4.2.4 Subjects of usufruct 

Two subjects are involved in the establishment of the usufruct: the authorized person, 
called the usufructuary, and the obligated person, who is usually the owner of the encumbered 
property. It is noteworthy that in Germany, the person who establishes the usufruct, along with 
the owner may be the rightful possessor of the thing. 

However, in the interests of the usufructuary, it is presumed that the person who 
establishes the usufruct is the owner of the thing, unless the usufructuary knew that the person 
was not the owner. 

In French and German law, usufruct can be established both for the benefit of 
individuals and for the benefit of any legal entity, regardless of the purpose of their activities.14 

According to Russian law, only a citizen and non-profit organizations can act as 
usufructuaries (paragraph 11 of the RF Bill). In this regard, the Concept for the Development of 

 
11 Gromov, S. A. Usufruct: yuridicheskaya konstrukziya I veschnoye pravo // Veschenye prava: 
postanovka problem i yejo resheniye: sb. St. / otv. red. M. A. Roshkova. M.: Statut, 2011. S. 197. 
12 Sukhanov, Y. A. Grashdanskoye pravo Rossii – chastnoye pravo. M.: Statut, 2008. S. 221. 
13 See: Proyekt Federalnogo zakona N 47538-6 ‘O vnesenii izmenenij v chasti pervuju, vtoruju, tretju I 
chetvertuju Grashdanskogo kodeksa Rossijskoj Federazii, a takshe v otdelnyje zakonodatelnje akty 
Rossijskoj Federazii’ (prinataya GD FS RF v pervom chtenii 27.04/2012) // SPS ‘KonsultantPlus’.; 
Mazakyan G. S. Osobennosti pravovoj konstrukzii uzufrukta v rossijskom, germanskom I franzuskom prave 
// YUridicheskaya nauka. 2016. N 2. S. 58-65. 
14 Mazakyan, G. S. Osobennosti pravovoj konstrukzii uzufrukta v rossijskom, germanskom i franzuskom 
prave // YUridicheskaya nauka. 2016. N 2. S. 61. 
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Civil Legislation of the Russian Federation stated that the usufruct is established exclusively for 
non-commercial purposes and is provided to both organizations and citizens.15 

In this regard, the position of the drafters of the Bill of the Russian Federation on 
resolving the issue of providing usufruct to non-profit organizations is not fully understood. 
Obviously, the sole purpose of establishing usufruct in favor of non-profit organizations can be 
considered the provision of housing to these persons for use as offices. It should be borne in mind 
that the validity of the usufruct of non-profit organizations may not exceed 21 years.16 

 

4.2.5 Term of usufruct 

Due to the personal nature of the usufruct may be established for a period not 
exceeding the death of an individual or the liquidation of a legal entity in whose favor the usufruct 
is established, if a shorter period is not established by law or contract (Part 1 of Article 606 of the 
Civil Code of Moldova). 

The only restriction that applies to the range of subjects of usufruct concerns the 
maximum period of granting usufruct to legal entities. Thus, the CC of France and the CC of 
Moldova provide for the possibility of providing usufruct to a legal entity for a period not exceeding 
30 years (Article 619 of the CC of France, Part 2 of Article 606 of the CC of Moldova). 

The term of validity of the usufruct in French law by the parties may be made 
dependent on the attainment by a third party of a certain age (Article 620 of the CC of France). In 
Germany, such a restriction is not provided, so the usufruct, which is established in favor of a legal 
entity, is valid until its liquidation or until the alienation of the usufruct to another person.17 

In accordance with Part 3 of Art. 606 of the CC of Moldova, any contract that 
establishes an indefinite and transferable in case of death or liquidation of the usufructuary 
usufruct, is void.  

 

4.2.6 Grounds for establishing usufruct. Causal and material model of 
installation 

The legislation of European countries, which provide for the institution of usufruct, 
allow different grounds for the right of personal right of use: on the basis of the agreement on the 
establishment of usufruct, due to a legate (testamentary disclaimer), due to law or court decision, 
etc.18 

 
15 Punkt 7.1 Konzepzii rasvitiya grashdanskogo zakonodatelstva Rossijskoq Aederazii (odobrena Sovetom 
pri Presidente RF po kodifikazii i sivershenstvovaniyu grashdanskogo zakonodatelstva 07.10.2009) // 
Vestnil VAS RF. 2009. N 11 // SPS ‘KonsultantPlus. Pressa i knigi’. 
16 See: Proyekt Federalnogo zakona N 47538-6 ‘O vnesenii izmenenij v chasti pervuju, vtoruju, tretju I 
chetvertuju Grashdanskogo kodeksa Rossijskoj Federazii, a takshe v otdelnyje zakonodatelnje akty 
Rossijskoj Federazii’ (prinataya GD FS RF v pervom chtenii 27.04/2012) // SPS ‘KonsultantPlus’.; 
Mazakyan G. S. Osobennosti pravovoj konstrukzii uzufrukta v rossijskom, germanskom i franzuskom prave 
// YUridicheskaya nauka. 2016. N 2. S. 61. 
17 Mazakyan, G. S. Osobennosti pravovoy konstrukzii usufrukta v rossijsom, germanskom i franzuskom 
prave // Yuridicheskaya nauka. N 2. S. 61. 
18 About it see: Germanskoye grashdanskoye ulosheniye ot 18 avgusta 1897 g. (s posled. izm.) // Germaskoye 
pravo. Ch. 1. Grashdanskoye ulosheniye. M.: MZFER, 1996; Grashdanskiy kodeks Niderlandov. Knigi 2, 3, 
5 i 6 / Per. V. Fershtman; Otv. Red. F. J. M. Feldbrugge. 2-e iad. Lejden: Institut vostochno-yevropejskogo 
prava I rossiyevedeniya; Lejdenskij universitet, yuruduchesliy fakultet. 2000; Franzuskiy grashdanskuj 
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In Part 1 of Art. 302.2 of the RF Bill provides for two grounds for the right of personal 
use, namely: under the contract (sale, exchange, gift, etc.), by inheritance on the basis of the will 
of the owner of the immovable property. In the first case, the written form of the contract is 
established by drawing up a single document signed by the parties, as a mandatory requirement 
for the validity of the establishment of the right of personal use. Since the right of personal use 
may be paid and free of charge, the agreement on the establishment of this right must contain the 
amount of the fee for the right of use or an indication of gratuitousness. If the right of use is 
established on a paid basis, the draft provides for a change in the agreement of the parties the 
amount of payment for the right of use not more than once every seven years, and in case of failure 
to reach an agreement – by court decision. According to Part 3 of Art. 302.2 of the RF Bill provides 
for a rule that the unified state register of enterprises contains information about the object of the 
right of personal use, the term, the fee for use and the obligations of the owner of the thing for the 
maintenance of this thing. 

The bill provides for the establishment of a social usufruct, which arises on the basis 
of law or court decision. According to the set of qualifying features, social usufruct is recognized 
as a separate type of usufruct (paragraph 302.6 of the RF Bill). 

The law of Ukraine adheres to the causal model (traditional model) of the transfer of 
legal title (France, Spain, etc.) peculiar to the countries of Roman law, according to which the basis 
for the transfer of property rights under a contract is a binding agreement that gives rise to 
obligations and property law. purchaser. The right in rem passes to the purchaser from the 
moment of its actual transfer, unless otherwise provided by the contract. The Central Committee 
of Ukraine does not provide for the construction of a property contract. The agreement on the 
establishment of usufruct by its legal nature is binding, which gives rise to property rights and 
obligations. There is no need to enter into a material contract that does not give rise to obligations 
in order to establish usufruct. 

In this regard, the literature notes that such an approach encourages reflection on the 
related problem of competition, as the usufruct agreement gives rise not only to a right in rem but 
also to an obligation. This issue is resolved depending on which model of transfer of legal title is 
followed by the law of the country. 

In countries that adhere to the abstract model of the transfer of legal title, the basis for 
the transfer of the real title is a material agreement that does not give rise to an obligation. 
Therefore, the transfer of property rights occurs on the basis of a property contract. Thus, in 
German law, the establishment of a usufruct provides for the need to enter into a property 
contract, which does not give rise to an obligation,19 which is a contract for the establishment of a 
usufruct. 

Thus, if the object of usufruct is a land plot, then according to § 873 of the BGB, the 
owner and usufructuary must first enter into a material agreement on the establishment of 
usufruct, then register it in the land register. Thus, the usufruct on the land arises on the basis of 
a specific legal structure, which includes two elements – the property contract and registration in 
the land book.20 

In cases where it is a question of establishing a usufruct on a movable thing, it is 
necessary that the owner and the future usufructuary enter into a real contract and transfer the 
thing (§ 929 BGB). 

 
kodeks, SPb.: Yuridicheskiy zentr ‘Press’, 2004. Shevejzarskoje grashdansjoye ulosheniye. Chast 
chetvertaya. Veschnoye pravo // Shurnal Ministerstva yustiziyi. 1908. N 8. 
19 Vasilevskaya, L. Y. Ucheniye o veschnyh sdelkah po grasgdanskome pravu. M.: Statut, 2004. S. 360. 
20 Vasilevskaya, L. Y. Ibid. S. 360. 
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However, the law provides for certain exceptions to this rule. First, if the usufructuary 
already owns the object of usufruct, then the conclusion of one material contract is sufficient to 
establish the latter (§ 929 BGB). Secondly, if the thing is owned by the owner, then its actual 
transfer can be replaced by an agreement of the parties (owner and person who acquires the 
usufruct) to establish the so-called possessory constitution (Besitzkonstitut). According to the 
possessory constitution, the person in whose favor the usufruct is established becomes the indirect 
owner of the thing (§ 930 BGB). 

In this case, the property contract includes a condition of entry into possession of the 
thing through the direct owner-owner and until the transfer of the thing to the future usufructuary 
has a special legal significance: in essence means the establishment of usufruct21. Finally, thirdly, 
if the thing is owned by a third party, its transfer can be replaced by a material contract, according 
to which the owner assigns to the person who acquires the usufruct, a claim for the extradition of 
the thing (§ 931 BGB).22 

The establishment of a usufruct on rights is carried out in accordance with the 
provisions of the law on assignment of rights (§ 1069 BGB). At the same time, the legislator draws 
attention to the fact that it is not allowed to establish a usufruct on a right that is not subject to 
transfer (paragraph 2 § 1069 of the BGB). 

According to Art. 579 CC of France usufruct can be established on the basis of law or 
transaction (binding contract or will). 

Characteristically, the CC of France, like Roman law, provides for two possible 
constructions of usufruct, which arises as a result of the law. In the first case it is a constitution 
directe par d'alienation, according to which the owner of the thing gives usufruct to another 
person, while retaining his title, and in the second case – a constitution par voie de retention, 
according to which the original owner transfers the thing to another person, making a reservation 
on the establishment of usufruct in their favor or in the interests of another person (Article 580 
CC of France).23 

The Constitution directe par d’alienation is used when the usufruct is established on 
the basis of a separate usufruct agreement based on payment principles, and the constitution par 
voie de retention is usually applied within a contract of sale or gift. Article 949 of the CC of France 
explicitly states that the donor has the right to reserve or transfer to another person the right to 
use or usufruct on the donated movable or immovable property. 

 

4.2.7 Grounds for termination of usufruct 

In civil law doctrine, the grounds for termination of property rights to another’s 
property are traditionally divided into two groups: general and special. In turn, the German 
doctrine of law and legislation provides for the division of grounds for termination of property into 
two groups depending on the object of usufruct: termination of usufruct, which is established in 
relation to things, and usufruct on the right (§§ 1061-1074 BGB). 

In French law, the general grounds for termination of usufruct include: (1) death of 
usufructuary; (2); waiver by the usufructuary of his right; (3) death of encumbered property; (4) 
expiration of the term for which it was established; (5) merger in one person of the qualities of the 
usufructuary and the owner; (6) non-use of usufruct for 30 years. As special grounds for 

 
21 Vasilevskaya, L. Y. Ibid. S. 360. 
22 Mazakyan, G. S. Ibid. S. 62. 
23 Antonov, B. A. Formirovaniye instituta usufrukta d germanskom prave: diss. …kand. yurid. yauk. M. 
2006. S. 57. 
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termination of usufruct, the French legislator singles out the abuse of usufructuary rights, as well 
as the deterioration of encumbered property, as a result of which it becomes unusable for its 
intended purpose (Article 618 of the CC of France). 

In German law, a usufruct established in respect of things is terminated in the event 
of the death of the usufructuary, the liquidation of the legal entity or legal capacity24 (§ 1061 BGB), 
the coincidence of the owner and the usufructuary (§ 1063 BGB), the usufructuary’s waiver of his 
right (§ 1064 BGB). A usufruct on a right, along with the grounds provided for in §§ 1963, 1074 of 
the BGB, is terminated when the right encumbered by the usufruct is not a right to a movable thing 
(§ 1072 of the BGB). 

In the RF Bill to the general grounds for termination of the usufruct must include the 
death (destruction) encumbered by the usufruct, the death of the usufructuary, liquidation or 
reorganization of a non-profit organization-usufructuary, expiration of the term stipulated by the 
parties, unilateral waiver of the usufructuary. Thus, the Bill of the Russian Federation admits a 
possibility of unilateral refusal of usufruct only if it has gratuitous character (paragraph 2 item 3 
of item 302.5 of the Bill of the Russian Federation). 

In addition, the RF Bill provides that the usufruct may be terminated on the basis of 
an agreement between the owner of the immovable property and the usufructuary or in court in 
the circumstances provided for in Art. 451 of the Civil Code (paragraphs 2, 3 of Article 302.5 of the 
RF Bill). In this regard, the literature draws attention to the fact that these circumstances are 
grounds for changing or terminating the contract for the establishment of usufruct, rather than 
grounds for termination of usufruct as a property right.25 

The special grounds for termination of the usufruct may include the following: 
systematic non-payment by the usufructuary of the usufructuary fee, improper use of the 
encumbered thing by the usufructuary or systematic non-fulfillment of obligations to maintain the 
thing, as well as repeated or gross violation of the rules of use. Article 302.5 of the Draft Law of 
the Russian Federation). 

The provisions of the RF Bill on the grounds for termination of social usufruct deserve 
attention. In accordance with paragraph 1 of Art. 302.8 of the RF Bill social usufruct, which is 
established in favor of persons living with the owner of the dwelling and have the right under 
family law to require this owner to pay alimony, is valid for the duration of the obligation of the 
owner of real estate to provide maintenance to such persons. Accordingly, the termination of the 
relevant obligation automatically entails the termination of the social usufruct. Social usufruct, 
which is established in favor of persons living with the owner of the premises and are dependent 
on the latter, is valid for life, unless otherwise provided by a court decision (paragraph 2 of Article 
302.8 of the RF Bill). 

Thus, the grounds for termination of such social usufruct are the death of the 
authorized person and the expiration of its validity.26 

In accordance with Part 1 of Art. 302.5 of the RF Bill, the right of personal use 
terminates with the death of the user. From this we can conclude that the user cannot dispose of 
his right, including to transfer it by inheritance. An analysis of the civil law of other states shows 
an ambiguous approach to this issue. In particular, in countries such as Germany (§ 1059 BGB), 
Poland (Article 254 of the Civil Code of Poland), the Netherlands (Article 203 of Book 3 of the Civil 
Code of the Netherlands), Switzerland (Article 758 of the Swiss Civil Code) and others, the right 
of personal use is not transferred by inheritance. The prohibition on the transfer of the right of 

 
24 According to Clause 2 § 1059a of the NCU, a capable company is equated to a legal entity. 
25 Mazakyan, G. S. Ibid. S. 63. 
26 Mazakyan, G. S. Ibid. S. 62-63. 
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personal use by inheritance is a characteristic feature of the legislation of the continental legal 
system. However, in Art. 595 of the CC of France, on the contrary, allows the free transfer of this 
right by inheritance.27 

Termination of usufruct entails certain legal consequences. According to Art. 634 of 
the CC of Moldova, after the termination of the usufruct, the usufructuary is obliged to return to 
the owner the property he owns as a result of his right to the usufruct, in the condition in which it 
is. In case of death or damage to the property due to the fault of the usufructuary, the latter is 
obliged to reimburse the owner for the damages caused in this connection. If the usufruct is 
registered in the public register, the terminated usufruct must be excluded from it. 

 

4.2.8 Implementation and protection of usufruct 

Since the time of Roman law, the exercise of usufruct (exercitium juris) is considered 
a special, separate right from it, which can be transferred to third parties on the basis of paid or 
unpaid transactions. The specificity of the usufruct itself is that it, due to its purely personal 
nature, belongs to the category of those subjective civil rights that are not transferable and 
inalienable. This is reflected in the legislation of different countries. 

Thus, in accordance with the legislation of the Russian Federation usufruct may be 
transferred to another person, including by universal succession or on the basis of a transaction. 
At the same time, the authors of the RF Bill leave unresolved the question of whether the 
usufructuary has the right to transfer to third parties the right to exercise the usufruct. 

According to the BGB and the CC of France, the object of transfer and alienation can 
be both the usufruct itself and the right to exercise it. At the same time, the literature points to the 
inconsistency of German law in resolving the issue of the possibility of transferring the usufruct to 
third parties. Given the logic of the German legislature, it follows that the usufruct can be 
transferred to other persons only in cases where it is established in favor of legal entities. On the 
basis of a direct instruction of the law, the usufruct, which is provided to individuals, is recognized 
as non-transferable. Such persons have the right to transfer to other persons only the right to 
exercise usufruct (1059 BGB). 

In French law, as a general rule, the transfer or alienation is carried out with the 
consent of the owner of the encumbered property. Exceptions to this rule are cases where the 
object of usufruct is a land plot intended for agriculture or real estate for commercial, industrial 
or craft purposes. In the absence of appropriate consent, the usufructuary has the right to enter 
into such an agreement on the basis of a court decision, if he proves in court that he does not harm 
the interests of the owner (Article 595 CC of France). The real problem in practice is the question 
of how the price of usufruct should be determined. According to the general rule provided by Art. 
621 CC of France, in the case of simultaneous purchase and sale of usufruct and ownership without 
the right of use,28 the price is distributed between the usufruct and this right in proportion to the 
value of each of these rights, unless the parties agree to include usufruct in the price.29 

However, the Court of Cassation of France in its decision noted that the parties may 
use the proceeds from the sale of usufruct and property rights to purchase new property and thus 

 
27 Grebennikov, A. D. Pravo lichnogo polsovladeniya v svete poloshenij, ustanavlivayemych proyektom 
Grashdanskogo kodeksa Rossijskoq federazii // Notarius. 2012. N 5; Grebennikov, A. D. Right of personal 
usufruct in the light of the provisions established by the draft amendments of the Civil Code of the Russian 
Federation. URL: https://center-bereg.ru/b2890.html. 
28 This means “naked property” (nue property), i.e., when due to the encumbrance of property by usufruct 
for the owner retains only his title and powers of disposal. 
29 Grashdanskij kodeks Franzii (kodeks Napoleona) - Code civil des Français (Code Napoléon). S. 210. 

https://center-bereg.ru/b2890.html
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“restore” their rights to this property. In fact, in such situations the subject of the usufruct is 
replaced. In addition, it should be noted that since the usufructuary and the “naked” owner have 
completely independent property rights, they can alienate their rights to the same purchaser, in 
which case the property in the person of the latter again becomes full, unrestricted, and usufruct, 
on the contrary, ceases.30 

Usufruct is protected by general and special ways to protect this type of property 
rights. Noteworthy is the law enforcement practice of establishing for usufruct a single universal 
method of property protection, which, in particular, is a confessional claim, which is widely used 
in the countries of Roman law. 

The subject of the confessional claim are the following requirements: (1) recognition 
of the right of usufruct and assignment of possession of the relevant limited property right by 
claiming the encumbered thing from a third party, including the owner, who denies the existence 
of the right of usufruct; (2) elimination of obstacles (actions of a factual nature in the exercise of 
the right of usufruct), not related to the deprivation of usufructuary possession of the right of 
usufruct.31 

 

4.3 Implementation of the usufruct in the law of Ukraine 

4.3.1 Similar to usufruct constructions in the law of Ukraine 

The law of Ukraine does not provide for the institution of usufruct and enshrines a 
number of property rights, which in nature and content are quite similar to usufruct. 

Such rights include, first of all, the rights of family members of the owner of the 
dwelling (Article 405 of the CC of Ukraine), the right of the testator (legate) to use the testator’s 
dwelling (Article 1238 of the CC of Ukraine) and the right to use someone else’s land for 
agricultural purposes. needs, or emphyteusis (Articles 407-412 of the Civil Code of Ukraine). 

A property right similar to a usufruct is emphyteusis, which is provided for in the CC 
of Ukraine (Articles 407-412), is emphyteusis – the right to use someone else's land for agricultural 
purposes. The content of the usufruct and emphyteusis constitute the right of possession and use 
of another's land, these property rights may be alienated, unless otherwise provided by law. Unlike 
emphyteusis, which arises on the basis of a contract, usufruct is established on the basis of a 
contract, will and court decision. Usufruct is a personal right that cannot be inherited. 
Emphyteusis may be inherited, except as provided by law. Emphyteusis and usufruct also differ in 
their subject. Emphyteusis is established in relation to agricultural land. The subject of usufruct 
can be a wider range of property – usually any real estate and movable property, unless otherwise 
provided by law. 

A similar property right, which is provided for in the Land Code of Ukraine, is the right 
of permanent use of land, which provides for the right to own and use land that is in state or 
communal ownership, without setting a term (Article 92 of the Land Code of Ukraine). This right 
arises from the moment of issuance and registration of the relevant state act (Articles 125, 126 of 
the Land Code of Ukraine). The subjects of the right of permanent use may be only legal entities 
based on state or communal property and public organizations of disabled people of Ukraine, their 
enterprises (associations), institutions and organizations (Article 92 of the Land Code of 
Ukraine).32 According to some authors, the existence of the right of permanent use with a limited 

 
30 Mazakyan, G. S. Ibid. S. 64. 
31 Mazakyan, G. S. Ibid. S. 12. 
32 Miroshnychenko, A. M. Zemelne pravo Ukrainy: Navchalnuy posibnyk. – K.: Instytut zakonodavstva 
Verhovnoyi Rady Ukrainy, 2007. S. 155. 
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number of subjects is in conflict with the obligations of Ukraine to adapt Ukrainian legislation to 
EU law. In particular, from the point of view of EU competition law (Article 86.1 of the EU Treaty), 
the granting of the right of permanent use can be considered as state aid. Such assistance is 
allowed, but in limited cases and for a specific justified purpose. 

The legislation of Ukraine for a short time (in 1990-1992) provided for the existence 
of a specific real right to land – “the right of lifelong inheritable possession.” Thus, in accordance 
with Part 1 of Art. 6 of the Land Code of the Ukrainian SSR of 18 December 1990 (in the original 
version) “[in] lifelong inheritable possession of land is given to the citizens of the Ukrainian SSR 
for”, in particular, “running a peasant (farmer) economy.” This provision was duplicated in Part 1 
of Art. 50 of the Code. 

Subsequently, when presenting the code in the new wording of the Law of Ukraine of 
13 March 1992 № 2196-XII, the mention of the right of lifelong inheritable possession was 
excluded from the code. However, the exclusion from the code of the rules on the right of lifelong 
inheritance of possession did not mean the termination of this right. As a subjective right, the right 
of lifelong inheritable possession of land, which arose at the time in accordance with the law, could 
be terminated only on the grounds provided by law – and the law did not provide such grounds. 

On the contrary, paragraph 8 of the Resolution of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine № 
2200-XII of 13 March 1992 “On Acceleration of Land Reform and Privatization of Land” provided 
in paragraph 8 that “citizens, who were duly provided with land plots in lifelong inheritable 
possession…, retain their rights to use these land plots until the registration of ownership or land 
use in accordance with the Land Code of Ukraine. 

In the legal literature it is noted that even without this instruction, the relevant rights 
would be preserved. It is noted that the rules on termination of certain types of land use rights in 
case of its “non-registration” within certain periods provided for in paragraph 6 of the Resolution 
of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine of 18 December 1990 “On Land Reform”, as well as paragraph 
6 of Section X of the Land Code Ukraine of 25 October 2001, did not apply to the right of lifelong 
inheritable ownership of land – they concerned in the first case the rights that arose before the 
entry into force of the Land Code of the Ukrainian SSR, and in the second case – the right of 
permanent use. In addition, both of these provisions were later declared unconstitutional 
(decision of the Constitutional Court of Ukraine of 22 September 2005 № 5-rp / 2005 in the so-
called case on permanent use of land plots).33 

In general, the fact that an entity that has acquired the right of lifelong inheritable 
possession, with the expiration of the rules on the basis of which this right arose, continued to 
have this right, is not questioned in legal doctrine or law enforcement practice. In turn, the 
conclusion on the “preservation” of the right of lifelong inheritable possession necessarily implies 
that the scope of this right in the absence of any indication to this in the law was also not narrowed. 

The corresponding title (“right of lifelong inherited ownership of land”) differed from 
another title - the right of permanent use. These titles were mentioned in the Land Code of the 
Ukrainian SSR of 18 December 1990 (in the original version) as different phenomena of the same 
order (separate titles) – compare Art. 6 “Land ownership” and Art. 7 “Land use”. Permanent use 
was not a general concept of the right of lifelong inheritable possession, it was about different legal 
constructions, different property rights. Therefore, it is considered that there are no grounds to 
apply the rules on permanent use to the relationship regarding the right of lifelong inheritable 
possession of land. 

 
33 Rishennja Kostytuzijnogo Sudu Ukrainy vid 22 veresnja 2005 r. U spravi za konstytuzijnym podannam 
(sprava pro postijne koystuvannja zemeknymy dilyankamy), sprava N 1-17-2005 // Elektronnyj resurs. – 
Reshym dostupy: https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/main/v005p710-05. 

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/main/v005p710-05
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Given that the repeal of the legislation on the right of lifelong inheritable possession 
of land did not lead to the loss or narrowing of the scope of this right, its content and scope should 
be determined by the legislation in force at the time of its occurrence. 

From the very name of the title (“right of lifelong inheritable possession”) it followed 
that this right could be inherited. The possibility of inheritance was also provided for in Art. 55 of 
the Code, according to Part 1 of which “[in] the death of a citizen who ran a peasant (farmer) farm, 
the right to own land is transferred to one of the heirs.” The removal of the relevant provisions 
from the legislation did not affect the nature, content and scope of the rights that have already 
arisen.34 

In its content, lifelong inherited possession and permanent use largely coincide. The 
subjects of these real rights to another’s property exercise both possession and use of the 
encumbered land plot. The right of permanent use of land does not provide for the right to inherit 
the land, in contrast to the lifelong inheritable possession of the latter. They differ, first of all, in 
the subjective composition, and, moreover, in the reasons for their occurrence.35 In this regard, 
permanent use and lifelong inheritable possession in their content are organically integrated into 
the design of personal possession for use (usufruct) and can be considered as separate varieties, 
established exclusively for land that is in state and communal ownership.36 

Similar to the usufruct are provided by the Commercial Code of Ukraine (Articles 136, 
137) the right of economic management and the right of operational management, which are 
limited property rights of a business entity or other business entity that owns, uses and disposes 
of property assigned to it by the owner (by his authorized body), with the restriction of the 
authority to dispose of certain types of property with the consent of the owner in cases provided 
by the Commercial Code and other laws. 

The property of a state unitary enterprise, which is in state ownership, is fixed on the 
right of economic management or the right of operative management. A state unitary enterprise 
is a legal entity formed by a competent body of state power on an administrative basis on the basis 
of a separate part of state property and falls within the scope of its management. State unitary 
enterprises act as state commercial enterprises or state-owned enterprises. The property of a state 
commercial enterprise is assigned to it on the right of economic management. The property of the 
state-owned enterprise is assigned to him on the right of operational management in the amount 
specified in the charter of the enterprise. The body, the management of which includes the state 
enterprise, controls the use and preservation of property belonging to the enterprise, and has the 
right to seize from the state enterprise property that is not used or misused, and dispose of it within 
its powers (Article 77 of the Commercial Code of Ukraine). 

The right of economic management and the right of operational management are 
unknown to European countries “published” property rights. 

It is advisable to abandon the rights of economic management and operational 
management provided by the legislation of Ukraine, as they do not correspond to the concept of 
property rights and are essentially based on the idea of exercising administrative power of the 

 
34 Miroshnichenko, A. M. Schodo zastosuvannja norm prava, yaki reguluut vidnosyny schodo prava 
dovichnogo uspadkovuvanogo volodinnja zemelnoyu dilankoyu // [Elektronnyj resurs]. – Resgym 
dostupu: 
https://protocol.ua/ua/naukoviy_visnovok_shchodo_zastosuvannya_norm_prava_yaki_regulyuyut_vid
nosini_shchodo_prava_dovichnogo_uspadkovuvanogo_volodinnya_zemelnoyu_dilyankoyu/. 
35 Sukhanov, E. A. Grashdanskoye pravo Rossiji – chastnoye pravo. M.: Statut, 2008. S. 229. 
36 Mazakyan, G. S. Osobennosti pravovoj konstrukzii usufructa d rossijskom, germanskom i franzuskom 
grashdanskom prave // Yuridicheskaya nauka. 2016. N 2. C. 59. 

https://protocol.ua/ua/naukoviy_visnovok_shchodo_zastosuvannya_norm_prava_yaki_regulyuyut_vidnosini_shchodo_prava_dovichnogo_uspadkovuvanogo_volodinnya_zemelnoyu_dilyankoyu/
https://protocol.ua/ua/naukoviy_visnovok_shchodo_zastosuvannya_norm_prava_yaki_regulyuyut_vidnosini_shchodo_prava_dovichnogo_uspadkovuvanogo_volodinnya_zemelnoyu_dilyankoyu/
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owner [state, territorial community] over the property. property rights, which are formed in the 
system of socialist law and remain unknown to the Western tradition of law. 

Instead of these quasi-property rights, the relevant relations should be regulated by 
similar in functional purpose, but generally recognized developed legal rights property rights - the 
right of usufruct, long-term lease, trust management and trust property. 

This approach is reflected in modern acts of civil codification (in particular, in the Civil 
Codes of Georgia, Lithuania, etc.), which abandoned both the construction of a unitary 
state/municipal enterprise, and the right of economic management and the right of operational 
management37. 

 

4.3.2 The place of usufruct in the system of property law of Ukraine 

By its legal nature, the usufruct in the law of Ukraine should be recognized as an 
independent, different from the easement, real property right for personal use. In this regard, the 
general provisions of the Civil Code of Ukraine on property rights must be extended to the 
usufruct, unless otherwise follows from the provisions of this chapter and the essence of the 
usufruct. The usufruct serves as a general provision on emphyteusis (the right to use someone 
else's land for agricultural purposes). In this regard, the provisions of Chapter 32 of the CC of 
Ukraine on usufruct should be applied to relations under emphyteusis, unless otherwise provided 
by the provisions of the Central Committee on emphyteusis and does not follow from its essence. 

According to its purpose, the legal construction of the usufruct can perform any 
function of personal possession for the use of another’s property. It is especially important that 
the usufruct is able to perform similar functions to the right of economic management and the 
right of operational management as property rights. In this context, usufruct is the most 
acceptable replacement for the right of economic management and the right of operational 
management, which should be abandoned, given their public law nature and inconsistency with 
the concept of property rights. 

 

4.3.3 Model norms of Chapter 32-1 “Uzufruct” of the CC of Ukraine 

The introduction of usufruct in the law of Ukraine should be carried out by 
supplementing the CC of Ukraine with Chapter 32-1 “Usufruct” (Articles 406-1–406-9), which will 
contain provisions on the concept of usufruct, its objects, subjects and validity, quasi-usufruct, 
usufruct of the enterprise and other property, implementation of usufruct, grounds for occurrence 
and termination, legal consequences of termination of usufruct in the wording proposed below. 

Article 406-1 “The concept of usufruct” 

(1) The owner of the thing has the right to give another person – a natural or legal 
person (usufructuary) the right to own and use such a thing, receive its fruits on the same terms 
as the owner, but with the obligation to preserve the essence of the thing (usufruct). The 
usufructuary has the right to own the thing, but is not entitled to alienate it. 

(2) A usufruct may be established simultaneously or sequentially for the benefit of one 
or more individuals and legal entities, regardless of the purposes of their activities that exist at the 
time of the opening of the usufruct. 

 
37 Maydanyk, R. A. Reconsidering of property law in modern terms // Property Law: priorities and 
prospects. Proceedings of Kyiv legal readings. Kyiv, 22 March 2019 / R. A. Maydanyk, Y. M. Romanyk et al. 
Edit. R. A. Maydanyk. K.: Alerta, 2019. P. 31. 
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(3) A usufruct is gratuitous if its payment nature is not directly determined by 
agreement of the parties or by law. 

(4) The general provisions of the Central Committee of Ukraine on property rights 
shall apply to the usufruct, unless otherwise follows from the provisions of this chapter and the 
essence of the easement. 

The provisions of Chapter 32 “The right to use someone else’s land for agricultural 
purposes” shall apply to relations under emphyteusis, unless otherwise established by the 
provisions of the CC of Ukraine on emphyteusis and does not follow from its essence. 

Article 406-2 “Object of usufruct” 

(1) A usufruct may be established on any kind of non-perishable things, movable or 
immovable, which are in civil circulation and capable of bearing fruit, products and income. 

(2) The usufruct extends to all the accessories of the thing provided in the usufruct, as 
well as to everything that joins it or is included in its composition. 

St. 406-3 “Quasi-usufruct” 

(1) In the case of installation of usufruct on consumer goods (quasi-usufruct), the latter 
becomes the property of the usufructuary with the obligation to return the usufruct to the original 
owner of the thing of the same kind and quality or reimburse their value at the price determined 
on the day of return. 

(2) The usufructuary, in exchange for the consumed things received in the property, is 
obliged to return to the owner an equal quantity of the things of the same kind and quality received 
by him after the end of the usufruct, or to reimburse the person who established the usufruct, their 
value. In order to reimburse the value of consumed things, the price is used, which in comparable 
circumstances is usually charged for similar things at the end of the usufruct. 

Article 406-4 “Usufruct of the enterprise, other property” 

(1) The general provisions of this chapter of the Civil Code on usufruct apply to the 
usufruct of a single property complex of an enterprise or other property. If the property includes 
consumer goods, they are covered by quasi-usufruct. 

Article 406-5 “Establishment of a usufruct” 

(1) The usufruct may be established on the basis of law or deed (contract or will). 

Article 406-6 “Term of usufruct” 

(1) A usufruct may be established for a period not longer than until the death of a 
natural person or the liquidation of a legal entity in whose favor the usufruct is established, unless 
a shorter period is established by law or contract. 

(2) The term of usufruct established in favor of a legal entity may not exceed thirty 
years. 

(3) The term of validity of the usufruct may be set by the parties depending on the 
achievement of a certain age by a third party. 

(4) Any contract by which the usufructuary is established for an indefinite period and 
which is subject to transfer in case of death or liquidation of the usufructuary is null and void. 

Article 406-7 “Implementation of usufruct” 

(1) The object of transfer and alienation may be both the usufruct itself and the right 
to exercise it. 
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(2) The right to exercise usufruct is separate from usufruct and may be transferred to 
third parties on the basis of paid or unpaid transactions. 

(3) The usufruct may be transferred to another person, including by way of universal 
succession or on the basis of a transaction. 

(4) The transfer or alienation of the usufruct is carried out without the consent of the 
owner of the encumbered property. The transfer or alienation of a usufruct, the object of which is 
a land plot intended for agriculture, or real estate for business or other economic purposes, is 
carried out with the consent of the owner of the encumbered property. In the absence of 
appropriate consent, the usufructuary has the right to enter into such an agreement on the basis 
of a court decision, if he proves in court that he will not harm the interests of the owner. 

(5) In the case of simultaneous purchase and sale of usufruct and property rights 
without the right of use, the price is divided between the usufruct and this right in proportion to 
the corresponding value of each of these, unless the parties agree to include usufruct in the price. 
By mutual agreement of the parties to the contracts of sale of usufruct and property rights 
encumbered by him may use the proceeds from the sale of usufruct and property rights to purchase 
new property and acquire previously terminated property rights to this property by replacing the 
subject of usufruct. In the event that the usufructuary and the owner of the property encumbered 
by the usufruct alienate their rights to the person who acquires the qualities of usufructuary and 
owner, the encumbrances of ownership and usufruct shall cease. 

Article 406-8 “Termination of usufruct” 

The usufruct is terminated in case of: (1) death of the usufructuary; (2) unilateral 
waiver by the usufructuary of his right only if it is free of charge; (3) death of encumbered property; 
(4) expiration of the term for which it was established; (5) coincidence in one person of the owner 
and usufructuary (merger in one person of qualities of usufructuary and owner); (6) alienation of 
usufruct to another person; (7) non-use of usufruct for 30 years; (8) abuse of the usufructuary’s 
right; (9) deterioration of the encumbered property, as a result of which it becomes unusable for 
its intended purpose; (10) Social usufruct, which is established for the benefit of persons living 
with the owner of the dwelling and have the right under family law to require this owner to pay 
alimony, is valid for the duration of the obligation of the owner of real estate to provide 
maintenance to such persons. Accordingly, the termination of the relevant obligation 
automatically entails the termination of the social usufruct. A social usufruct, which is established 
for the benefit of persons living together with the owner of the dwelling and who are dependent 
on the latter, is valid for life, unless another term is established by a court decision. 

Article 406-9 “Legal Consequences of Termination of Usufruct” 

(1) After the termination of the usufruct, the usufructuary is obliged to return to the 
owner the property which he owns by virtue of his right to the usufruct, in the condition in which 
it is located. 

(2) In case of death or damage of property due to the fault of the usufructuary, the 
latter is obliged to reimburse the owner for the damages caused in this connection. 

(3) If the usufruct is registered in the public register, the terminated usufruct shall be 
excluded from it. 

 

5. Conclusions 

(1) Despite the fact that the legal structure of usufruct in modern Roman and German 
law is generally built on the model of Roman usufruct, analysis of the legislation of specific legal 
systems of this legal family shows some differences, including constitutive features, types and 
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terms, establishment and termination, as well as the possibility of transfer or alienation of this 
right to others. 

(2) The right of permanent use and the right of lifelong inheritable possession 
provided by the law of Ukraine similar to the usufruct are covered by the concept of usufruct and 
can be considered as its separate varieties established exclusively concerning the land plots which 
are in the state and municipal property. 

(3) It is expedient to refuse the rights of economic management and operative 
management provided by the legislation of Ukraine as they do not correspond to the concept of 
property rights. Instead of these quasi-property rights, the relevant relations should be governed 
by the generally recognized property rights in Romano-Germanic law, in particular the law of 
usufruct. 
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